How to shuffle music on Hoopla

iOS Users.
1. Choose an album
2. Select play
3. Swipe right to view Track List
4. Swipe left to view Options
5. Select the Shuffle icon once to shuffle songs on the album.
6. Select the Shuffle icon twice to shuffle all albums.

Android Users.
1. Choose an album
2. Select play
3. Select the shuffle icon on the left.
4. A menu will appear with options.
5. Select shuffle album to shuffle only the songs on the current album.
6. Select shuffle borrowed albums to shuffle all borrowed albums.

PC Users.
1. While listening to an album, click the arrow on the left to toggle the view to the expanded music player.
2. Select the crossed arrows icon on the right to shuffle songs on the album.
3. Select the crossed arrows icon twice to shuffle all albums.